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Ian Hawthorn has pointed out an error in the proof of the Theorem of this paper. 
While the error does not invalidate the result in the Theorem, further investigation 
suggests that the proof will need more detailed considerations than appeared neces- 
sary at first. Until that is done, it seems best to replace the Theorem by a weaker one 
which can be proved without difficulty. 
Theorem. If p>2, d<p and nj>mfor j=l, . . ..d then 
mp+ i (2nj-l-m)dr(mK,,n,P,,...,ndP,)dmP+ i (2nj-2). 
j=l j=l 
Proof. The lower bound is established correctly in the paper. 
The upper bound follows by induction from the case m= 1, which was established 
in [l], as follows: 
Suppose that m> 1 and that the upper bound is correct for m- 1. Let r be 
a complete graph of order rnp+C:= ,(2nj--2) which does not have a red mK, nor an 
njP2 of any of the other colours. The induction hypothesis then implies that it does 
have a red (m-l)Kp. Removing one of these red K,‘s leaves a graph of order 
(m- l)p+Cj”, 1 (2nj-2) which the induction hypothesis also implies has a red 
(m- l)K,. With the removed K,, this forms a red mK,, thus establishing the upper 
bound. 0 
The incorrectly proved result in the paper is that the Ramsey number is actually 
equal to the lower bound in this theorem. 
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